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•

The fourth day—practice, practice, practice. This is an entire day of participants presenting,

facilitating and participating in protocols.
•

The fifth day features planning. How are you going to introduce, create and sustain CFGs at your

school?
During those five days, we all go through a great learning journey together. Bonds are formed, skills are
learned and the excitement of possibilities takes over the group. Without any one of these days, I believe
that journey would falter through lack of preparation, acquisition of skills and vital insights about our
profession, our students, ourselves.
What do you think? I invite all coaches and facilitators to respond to this question and email it to us at
nsrf@nsrfharmony.org. We‘ll feature some of your answers in the next ―Connections‖. Michele Mattoon, NSRF
Director, Michele@nsrfharmony.org

“EFFICIENT AND COLLEGIAL MODES OF COMMUNICATION”
BY NED IDE, ENGLISH TEACHER AND COORDINATOR OF FACULTY
DEVELOPMENT TEAMS, THE HILL SCHOOL, POTTSTOWN PA
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―danger zone‖ on my classroom
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The irony at a school like ours –

us knew that the responsibility of

total of twenty-five hours over the

traditional, communal, and

creating a culture of peer-

course of the year. We plan to

prescriptive – is that we assume

assisted professional

host a luncheon during the first

peer-to-peer professional

development would be ours.

week of faculty meetings that will

development. Yet, we are likely

Michele would be leaving in two

help us gauge interest. From

more isolated from one another

days. We braced ourselves for

there, we‘ll follow an action plan

precisely because we live, work,

some culminating protocols on

we created on day five, replete
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with a list of concerns and
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make a plan for our future on day
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Again, it‘s probable that time
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issues are similar in nature at all
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building up professional alliances.

moving forward takes on new
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given us the template we were

for ―imbedded,‖ scheduled

only able to previously intuit. By

academic and co-curricular time

day three of the training, seven

to meet in teams of 8-12 for a
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